The Kalnlan filter depends only or) the output srdtistics of rhe mcssagc modcl; a technique for ftlter consrrucrion using only these starlstlcs i s ,riven. The perform3nce of the fllrer 15 considered,and, f o r statc rather than signal estimarion, the performance 1s found to depend on the details of the model,as distinct from its output statisttcs.
~TRODUCTION

!
In the usual theory and application of Kalman filtering1-3 to discrete-time processes, one requires complete knowledge of the signal o r message process from which measurements a r e being derived before one can construct the Kalman filter. Thls i s in contrast to most of the Wiener filtering theory, where one usually requires knowledge of the output statistics only of a signal p r o c e~s .~>~ There appears to be some need for eliminating the need to know details of the sienal-orocess model in desiminK Kal-., .
--man iilters. Bucy+da dr'twn dttcnrion to the exlsrencc of problems in bioengineering whcre the model is nu1 available, whcrc output srxlsrrcs a r e avdllable and where a filter is desired, a i d a second most important area, where knowledge of the sienal-orocess model i s lackina, lies in adavtive -.
-.
f i l~e r i n g .~ Here, one inrtlally does nor even have the output statisrics available,and one IS required ro construct a Kalman filter. In Reference 7 , a 3-stcp proreaure has been proposed,of adaptively identifying the power spectrum of the output process, passing to a model of the message process, and thence to the Kalman filter. This is comolex. and suffers
.
from the conceptual difflculry that the nlcssage process 1s not untquely determined by rhe output-lrowcr specrrum.
In this paper, we shall show that the Kalman filter is, to a surprising degree, independent of the message process, and depends purely on the output statistics. We shall also show how to compute the filter from the output statistics alone. This technique is currently being applied to the development of adaptive filters, using some of the ideas of Reference I , hut from the output statistics. This work will be reported elsewhere.
Similar results to those of this paper have been reported for continuous time filtering.8,9 Many of the arguments used in this paper parallel those of Reference 9, and, given the results of Reference 9, those of this paper a r e not particularly surprising. In one respect however, we differ significantlv from the orevious results. This i s in a discussion in Sectton 4 of the spectral-flctorlsation problem. ln the continuous-timc udse, the neccss'iry background rosults were to be found in the literature,"' while thls is not so f o r dlscrete-time systems.
PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS
Consider the linear, discrete finite-dimensional system depicted in Fig. 1 
The vecrurs u,') and v;) denore murually lndepcndent vector random processes which a r c zcro mean, Gaussian and wh~rc, with covariance
The initial state vector of the system x(ko) i s a zero-mean Gaussian random variable with covariance and is'independent of ;(.) and v(.).
We define E[x(k)x'(k)] = P(k); then it is easily shown that P(k) i s give., a s the solution of the linear difference equation
and, in fact, one may readily verify the following equalities:
. .
Here, Q(', ' ) i s the transition matrix associated with x(k t 1) = F(k)x(k), and the matrices R('),L(') and K(') a r e defined
F W h e r , l(k) i s 1 f o r k > 0 and zero otherwise, and 6(k) i s 1 fol: k = 0 and zero otherwise.
The sbheme of Fig. 1 i s typical of the process and noise models for which one mieht want to build Kalman filters. However, there exist other schemes for which one might want to construct a Kalman filter, such a s that shown in Fig. 2. In Fig. 2 ,u(.) and n(') a r e not independent, and we have
Drspirc the applrent difference, the arrdn~enlc!~r in Fig. 2 is equlvalenr lo one of the sort dcplcred by Flg. I, wllerc u,. j and v,' , d~r indewt'ndent. In prr( isc rerms, rhc e q u i \~~l r n c c Fig. 2 Alternative awangement for generating szgml process is defined (as direct calculation shows) by the following equations: the matrices J1(') and a,(') in Fig. 1 are given by and Jz(') is any matrix such that
The relationship between n(.) in Fig. 2 and the independent processes u(') and v(.) of Fig. 1 i s
In the sequel, we shall study the properties of Kalman filters for schemes of the form of Fig. 1 only. In conformity with usual oractice. we shall assume that the estimation oroblem
,srared suhsequzntly in precise terms, 1s ~l u n s l n p l a r ;
I . C .
we shsli assume th2t R -J , J ; T J,J; 1s n l , l l s i n~l a r . hi other words (see eqn. Ic), we Ean, in liose terms, say that the additive output noise n ( ' ) is nonsinguiar.
3
INVARMCE OF K A W -B U C Y FILTER WITH
RESPECT TO SIGNAL MODEL
The Kalman filter is, a s i s well known, a device for producing a minimum-error-variance online estimate of the state x(k) of a model of the form of Fig. 1 , given the output measurements z(.) up till time k -1 (or, possibly, k-the distinction here i s unimportant). From an estimate %(k) of x(k), a minimum-error-variance estimate of y(k) follows a s f(k) = H'(k)%(k). In this Section, we aim to show that there a r e many signal-generating systems of the form of Fig. 1 which possess the same Kalman filter; in fact, we shall show that, roughly speaking, all systems with the same output statistics possess the same filter. (We defer to a later Section the statement of a technique allowing construction of the filter from these output statistics).
Observe that a general property of systems of the form of Fig. 1 is that Also, a s shown in Section 2, the quantity
for k r 8 [this follows from eqn. 7a and the fact that Q(k, E) = Q(k, kojQ(ko, 8) for any fixed ko, independent of k and dl. Further, a s also shown in Section 2, we have
f o r some positive definite symmetric R(.). The matrices A('),B(') and R(.) are, a s we have shown, computable from F('),G(') etc., if these quantities a r e known. On the other hand, if A(' ), B(' ) and R(. ) a r e known-perhaps a s a result of statistical analysis of the system output-we cannot infer from them the values of F('),G(') etc. Although the usual presentation of Kalman filtering suggests that knowledge of F(.),G(') etc. is necessary to construct the Kalman filter, this is actually not the case. Our first theorem is to the effect that A('),B(') and R(') suffice to determine a minimum-error-variance filter for y('), in the sense that all PROC.ZEE, Vo1.120,No.2.FEBRUARY 1973
signal-process models possessing the same A('),B(') and R('), defined a s above, will also possess the same Kalman filter.
Theorem 1: Suppose that,for a system of the form of Fig. 1 , eqns. 15-17 a r e the only equations known which describe the system, with A(.), B(.) and R e ) known matrices, and with R(.) positive definite symmetric. Then the linear system generating a minimum-error-variance unbiased estimate y ( v k -1) of y(k) from z(f) for ko C d< k is independent of the particul a r signal-process model, and depends only on A(.), B(.) and Re).
Proof: application of the projection theorem shows easily t h a t h e impulse response Ay(k, 8) of the minimum-variance unbiased filter i s given by
The quantities ~[y(k)z'(t)J and E[z(m)z'(E)] a r e known (the latter using eqns. 15-17 and a r e independent of the particul a r generating signal-process model. Moreover, since
Ay(', ' ) is uniquely determined.
The above result. althoueh strai&?htforward. is not Quite a s stnlplc a s it might initially appe3r. Notice that eqn. 18,defuling the optimal flirer,does not Invtllve ELy,k,y',o] and F[g k,n'(P I s e p~r~r e l y .
llut mercly involvrs the sun? of these two quantities E[y(k)z'(E)]. Therefore complete knowledae of the statistics of y(.) and n(') is not required, contra=; to what might initially have been expected. Now we turn to state estimation, which can be thought of as the true aim of the Kalman filter. Before one can consider the problem sensibly, it is necessary to specify precisely the co-ordinate basis for the state space of the generating system. We shall do this by demanding that, in lieu of eqn. 16, we have with El('), a(., .) and K(') separately known, and with K(') identifiable given E[y(k)z'(e)],H(.) and a(', '). In other words, we assume known in the arrangement of Fig. 1 the matrices F(.) and H(.), and we assume that [F(.) 
of the particular signal-process model, and depends only on F('),W.),K(') and R(').
Proof: The impulse response Ax(., ') of the minimumvariance unbiased filter is given by
The positive definiteness of E[z(m)z'(d)] again guarantees existence and uniqueness of a solution to eqn. 20, at least if
is independent of the particular signal model, and is obtainable from F(.),H(.),K(') and R(').
For the system depicted in Fig. 1 , it i s also straightforward to show that This means that ~[x(k)z'(C)] is determinable from F ( ' ) and
Notice that the theorem gives no explicit construction f o r the Kalman filter. Direct solution of eqn. 20, based on inversion of E[z(m)z'(C)], would, in theory, be possible. However, this would not yield, a t least in a straightforward fashion, the Kalman filter in its usual finite-dimensional format. In later Sections, we shall study the question of efficiently obtaining the Kalman filter from F(.), H(.),K(.) and R(.) only. Notice also that the filter is determined by F('),H(.) and ,---liminury to this, we srudy, in this S t c t~o n , .~ problem of specrral factonsation. ln rhjs contcn, thls is the problem of determunng d lincar,discrctc finite-dimcnsiond systcm, such that, when excited by white noise, its output is a sample function of a saecified covariance. In Section 5. we shall use the ~ ~ spectral-lnclorisation resulr tu obtain a cornputdtional 31-gorirhm for lhe K.llman filrcr.
A summary of this Section is a s follows: in theorem 3, we establish the existence of a spectral factor, o r system with the requisite properties. In theorem 4, we establish something about the f o r m of this system, and in theorem 5 we establish further properties. These a r e used to establish theorem 6. dealing with the existence of the solution of a discrete-time ~i c c a t i equation. Theorem 6 is the ulkmate goal of this Section. The key lo what follows is the matrix Pg,'), introduced in theorem 5. This rheorem,with the e a r h e r ones,suffircs to estiblish rhc existenct of P,,',, for, recall that, from Rt', ' J , we established the existence"of w(., .),from w(., .),the existence of M('), and, in theorem 5, f r o m M(.), the existence of P A ' ) . Other than existence however. theorem 5. in essence.
p%vides another computational algorithm Jor obtaining pg(' ). 
5
FILTER COMPUTATION WlTHOUT SICXALNotice that the system defined by eqn. 35 and depicted in PROCESS MODEL Fig. 3 has the reauisite form of Fie. 1: it aossesses the In this Section, we shall proceed a s follows: (a) We shall obtain,using the results of Section 4, a linear finite-dimensional system, such that, when excited by white noise, the output covariance is E[z(k)z'(C)]. This system will be a member of the general class depicted in Fig. 1. (b) Using the measurement process z(.), we shall obtain a state estimate for this special linear system. Because of its special properties, estimation is easy and achievable with zero error bv feedine z('I into a linear finite-dimen-.. . . sional sysrcm whose output IS x k j . Since the optimal filrcr is known ro be unique, the second system "lust then, by the resulrs of Stction 3, be the oprinlal filter for dny llnelr system generating the prescribed output statistics and possessing the required F(.) [or e(., .)] and H(').
A s in Section 3, we assume that we a r e given the quantities F('),H('), K(') and R(') associated with the output statistics.
-, . coFrect F(.) and H(.) matrices. The matrix J, is [L -H'P$i']1/2, which exists and is nonsingular, because L -H ' P e is positive definite. The matrix J2 is zero, so that the noise n(') i s entirely due to the input noise u('). Notice also that JIJl + J,Ji i s nonsingular, as required. Now, let us consider the estimation of xg(k). This i s trivial because the system given by eqn. 35 is mvert~ble, and also the initial state xg(ko) of eqn. 35 is known. Consider the system As is evident, the input to this system is the measurement process z(k), and %(k + 1/k) i s a zero-error estimate of xg(k + 1). To see this, observe that eqns. 35 and 36 imply that Theorem 7: With quantities a s defined earlier, and with
Pg(') the matrix defined in theorem 6, a system with output covariance R(', ' ) is provided by
with u(') zero mean, Gaussian and white with covariance I6(k -E).
The proof of this theorem will be omitted, being a straightforward application of the analysis results of Section 2, and making use of eqn. 34 for Pg(.). It turns out that
The linear system, eqn. 36, is depicted in Fig.4 in several different formats. In Fig. 4 , we show also the estimate f(k/k -1) of yg(k); the estimate is, of course, given by H'(k)*(k/k -1).
Taking into account the results of Section 3, explaining that the filter is independent of the details of the signal process, we can state the following theorem. This theorem explains how to obtain a Kalman filter from F('),H(') and the output statistics only. Theorem 8: Assume the same hypotheses a s in theorem 2.
Then, with Pg(k) defined a s in eqn. 34, the optimal filter providing a min~mum-error-variance estimate B(k/k -1) i s defined by eqn. 36.
We reiterate that the filter is constructed solely from the quantities F('),H(.),K(.) and R('). The filter also provides a n estimate of the signal y(k) = H'(k)x(k). If we a r e interested in providing an estimate of the signal only, we can, of course, In this Section, our aim is to check that the filter described in theorem 8 is the same a s that computed by standard procedures. For this purpose, we need to assume complete knowledge of the signal-process model, which we shall take here to he As before, x(k,), u(') and v(') a r e Gaussian, of zero mean and a r e mutually independent. The covariances a r e
Notice that the measurement noise ~' / z ( k ) v ( k ) here is independent of the input noise u(k).
It i s well known that the Kalman filter i s defined using the solution PK(k) of
PK(k,) = Po (39) and is
Eqns. 36 and 40 will be the same if, and only if, Recall now the analysis results of Section 2, which predict that where ~( k
Here,P(k) is the covariance E[x(k)x'(k)] of the system given by eqn. 37. Then we can write eqn. 41 as
44) The equality holds if it is true that
This relarronship is ezslly esrablished from the dcfining equ.itions for P , P g and P K by show in^ that P -P, satisfies the same equdrion a s PA, 1~1th rile same initi.11 col;'dirion.
STATIONARY PRKIBLEMS
Eqn.45 also provides the key to what happens in filtering a stationary covariance. In this case, / hi(F) 1 < 1 and P(k) is independent of k. The matrix PK(k), if initialised at some finite k, with the value P, approaches a limiting value exponentially fast;2 consequently,P must also approach a limiting value exponentially fast. %urther, because the limiting values of P and P K both Satisfy steady-state versions of the equations f o r the transient P(k) and PK(k), the limiting Pg &.readily seen to satisfy a steady-state version of the translent equation f o r Pg(k).
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ERWlR VARIANCES
We showed in Section 3 that there exists an infinity of different signal-process models possessing the same optimal filter. In this Section, we consider the performance of the optimal filter. F o r state estimation, we find that the e r r o r variance depends in detail on the signal model, a s well as on the output statistics. For signal estimation, however, the output statistics alone determine the e r r o r variance. This is the simpler situation, and s o we consider i t first.
Theorem 9: Assume the same hypotheses a s for theorem 1.
-
The proof of this theorem is standard, and will be omitted.
Note that slightly more data a r e required to determine the performance of the filter than to determine the filter itself. Perforlnirnce determination requwts icpardte hewledge of E[y\k)y'(Ol dnd E[y~kln',f)], while filter derermhation r?-quires knotvled~e only of rhc sum of thesr quanntles.
Let u s now look a t the e r r o r variance in state estimation. F o r convenience, let us assume that the noise n(') is uncorrelated with the lnput noise u(') in Fig. 1 ; i.e. J, -0.
Now, i t is well knownlrz that
where P K is a s defined in the previous Section in eqn. 39. Also, a s we know from eqn.45, P, = P -Pg. Now, Pg(') depends only on the output statistics;P('), on the other band, being E[x(k)x'(k)], depends very much on the particular model. Accordingly, PK(') also depends on the particular model.
It is interesting to note that Accordingly, even though Pg depends on the model, H'PKH will only depend on the output statistics.
SMOOTHING PROBLEM
We consider now what data a r e required to obtain the optimal smoothed estimate of y(k), given measurements z(t),for
where N is a fixed but arbitrary positive integer. The problem of finding a smoothed estimate of the state x(k) of a signal-process model is also studied.
T h e o r e m 9 : Assume the same hypotheses a s for theorem 1.
Then the linear finite-dimensional system generating an optimal smoothed estimate of the signal process y(k) from
and E[n(k)n'(d)], but is otherwise independent of the particular model generating y(' ). and so In view of the symmetry of E[y(k)y'(C)], knowledge of this quantity for k < d < k + N i s equivalent to knowledge of this 
m=k, I t i s easily verified that,for k < C, I t is evident from eqn. 52 that P itself, rather than, say, P(k)H(k) o r P H + F-lGJ: must be known to comvute .ind H;, 1 r e kno!vn. Ah we knuw,P drpt'nda un l h t p a r t i~u 1 1 r nindcl of thc SiKllal process. ' I . h~r r f o r c we n111st knu\tJ rhc dcr.iiled s l g n~l -p r oc e s s model to design the associated smoother.
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NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
In this Section, we give a simple numerical example to show how the Kalman filter can be constructed using output statistics only. We shall check that this filter is the same as that computed by standard procedures. We also show that two different signal-process models generating the same output statistics possess the same optimal filter.
Consider a 1st-order system of the type depicted in Fig. 1 .
The system parameters are,with
The stationary output covariance can be computed to be
where
Note that this covariance does not allow deduction from it of G, assuming knowledge of F, H, and JIQJi + J2RJ;. Nevertheless, the covariance allows the determination of the Kalman-filter gain, which can be defined a s (see Fig. 4) Here, K and L a r e given by eqns. 9 and 10, respectively, and Pg is the steady-state value of Pg(k), defined a s in eqn. 34.
I t is easily shown that L = c(0) = 40.2178, K = c(l)(HF)-I = 34.0218 and P -18'9500,whence M = 0'565564. The optimal filter i s f h i r e f o r e Further, the covariance provides enough information to compute the performance of the filter viewed a s a signal estimator. (Note that the e r r o r variance in estimating the state i s the same in this particular case). Let P y be the e r r o r variance in estimating the signal; then
where 
Of course, the Kalman gain and e r r o r performance could have been obtained from the origlnal data, the relevant equations heing
and
Solution of eqn. 58 leads to P y = 8'82182 and M = 0'565564
Of course, the filter constructed using the output covariance is the same a s that computed using eqns. 58-60.
Let us now consider a second signal-process model, described by the following equations where u(') and v(') a r e independent zero-mean Gaussian white-noise processes with covariances 10'0.
It can easily be verified by simple calculation that the process z ( . ) of eqn. 62 has the same output covariance a s the f i r s t system, with so that the optimal filter is still given by eqn. 55, and the e r r o r variance is a s before. Alternatively, one could use eqns. 58-61; in this case, eqn. 58 would contain different numbers than f o r the f i r s t case, although the same filter would be obtained.
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CONCLUSION
Our main result has been to show that the Kalman filter, regarded a s a state estimator, is designable using output statistics of the signal process alone, once a state-space co-ordinate basis has been fixed. We believe this result will bring about a n important advance in adaptive filter design. Our other results have been connected with signal, a s distinct f r o m state, estimation, with the performance of optimal filters, and with the smoothing problem. We showed that, f o r signal estimation, output statistics alone determine the optimal filter. We showed also that the performance of the optimal filter, although depending only on the output statistics when used a s a signal estimator, depends on the detailed signal-process model when used a s a state estimator. In this connection, one can speculate a s to the existence of signal-process models with independent input and output noise possessing the lowest possible associated e r r o rvariance matrix. Such a r e known in the continuous-time case,l4 but their properties can only be studied with difficult singular spectral-factorisation ideas.
It would also be of theoretical interest to study the extent to which the ideas of this paper would c a r r y over to the situation of a singular measurement-noise covariance.
12 hlOORE, j. B., ;htd COI.FBATCI1, P. usual sense.
Since u(') and v(') a r e independent processes, we have where R1(', ' ) i s the covariance that would result at the output if Jz(k) were identically zero, and %(., 
